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Abstract
The growth of materials databases has yielded significant quantities of data to mine
for new energy materials using high-throughput screening methodologies. One applica-
tion of interest to energy and optoelectronics is the prediction of new high performing
p-type transparent conductors (TCs). However, screening methods for such materials
have never been validated over the breadth of computed materials properties. In this
study, we compile an experimental data set of 74 bulk crystal structures corresponding
to known state-of-the-art n-type and p-type TCs, and compute a series of correspond-
ing computational descriptor properties. Our goals are to (1) compare computational
descriptors to experimentally demonstrated properties of real materials in the data set,
(2) determine the ability of ground state, density functional theory (DFT)-based com-
putational screening methodologies to identify these experimentally realized TCs, and
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(3) use this understanding to estimate reasonable screening cutoffs for four commonly
used descriptors. First, stability calculations demonstrate that most materials in the
data set have an energy above the convex hull (Ehull) of less than 100 meV/atom, and
we also propose a Pourbaix analysis technique to estimate moisture stability. Second,
we find a lenient cutoff for the DFT PBE band gap of 0.5 eV is sufficient to include
a majority of the wide gap candidates and exclude narrow gap compounds. Next, the
effective mass, m∗, is found to correlate weakly to conductivity in the p-type materials
as compared with n-type materials, which may motivate an increase in the m∗ cutoff
as well. Lastly, we perform an uncertainty analysis and literature comparison for the
branch point energy (BPE), a qualitative descriptor for dopability. We find the BPEs
of most n-type materials to lie near the conduction band and those of most p-type ma-
terials to lie at mid-gap; this is a significant distinction, suggesting BPE to be a more
definitive descriptor for n-type TC materials. By assessing the validity of this simple
screening methodology via comparing experimental data to computational descriptors,
we aim to motivate and strengthen future materials discovery efforts in the field of
transparent conductors and beyond.
Introduction
High-throughput computational screenings are increasingly utilized in rapidly narrowing
down a wide material space to identify promising new compounds for energy applications.
Since the launch of the Materials Genome Initiative in 20111 and the establishment of
databases containing electronic structure calculations (e.g. Materials Project,2 NRELMatDB,3–5
OQMD,6 and AFLOWLIB7), targeted searches have yielded a plethora of promising mate-
rial candidates for batteries,8,9 photoelectrochemical cells,10–12 and photovoltaics,13,14 among
other applications. A few of these materials have been achieved experimentally, confirming
predictions.15 With the integration of machine learning algorithms, high-throughput syn-
thesis, and high-throughput characterization, the quantity of associated materials data is
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growing daily, and thereby so is the capability to shift the materials design paradigm.16,17
However, in order to accurately screen materials from any of these data sets we need to be
certain that we are judiciously choosing our screening ranges based on quantitative correla-
tions between experimental and computational values.
Recently, one such materials screening effort that has garnered momentum is the search
for high performance p-type transparent conductors (TCs). While n-type transparent con-
ducting oxides (TCOs) such as Sn:In2O3 (ITO),18,19 F:SnO2 (FTO),20,21 and Al:ZnO (AZO)22,23
have high electron conductivities, high transparency, and prevalence in commercial devices
(e.g. solar cell contacts, electrochromic windows, etc.24), p-type TCs significantly lag in
performance and device integration.25 Achieving p-type TCs with comparable properties
to n-type TCs would enable new solar cell architectures and transparent electronics appli-
cations, however finding such materials is still a major challenge.26 In 1997 Hosono et al.
synthesized the p-type delafossite CuAlO2, considered by much of the TC community as the
first p-type TCO.27 For the past two decades, other Cu-based delafossite oxides (CuMO2
with M = Al,28 B,29,30 Cr,31–33 Fe,34,35 Ga,35,36 Sc,37,38 Y39) have been explored, as well
as spinel oxides (e.g. ZnCo2O4)40,41 and layered mixed anion chalcogenides (most notably
LaCuOCh 42,43 and BaCuChF.38 with Ch = S, Se, Te). Unfortunately, the performance of
these candidates is still lacking, mostly due to low valence band (VB) dispersion stemming
from localized O 2p orbitals, the intrinsic trade-off between conductivity and transparency,
and challenges associated with p-type doping of wide-gap semiconductors.
Data mining of computed structures has provided a means to address these fundamental
issues and search for wide gap materials with highly disperse valence bands. In 2013, Hautier
et al. screened wide-gap oxides in the Materials Project (MP) database for low hole effec-
tive masses, resulting in new candidate p-type transparent conductors.44 A follow-up study
proposed a set of promising Bi-based candidates, including a double perovskite Ba2BiTaO6.
This material has since been synthesized and confirmed p-type with remarkably high mo-
bility, but its conductivity remains low due to low hole concentration.45 Recently, there has
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been a surge of interest in screenings of both oxide and non-oxide materials, in particular
phosphides and sulfides which demonstrate potential for higher hole mobilities than oxides.46
In 2016, a screening of the AFLOWLIB database uncovered new lanthanide-based oxychalco-
genide p-type TC candidates X2SeO2 (X = La, Pr, Nd, Gd).47 Subsequently, Varley et al.
and Williamson et al. screened for p-type transparent phosphide materials and identified BP
and CaCuP, respectively, as particularly promising candidates,46,48 and other recent studies
focused on the prediction of compounds that do not yet exist experimentally.49 A generic
high-throughput screening methodology for p-type TCs from these aforementioned studies,
depicted as a screening “funnel” in Figure 1, applies relatively inexpensive calculations to
an initial set and then sequentially adds more expensive refinements to narrow the final set.
Typical screenings use a combination of the following properties and descriptors, arranged
roughly in order of low to high computational cost:
• Stability: Apply a cutoff to estimate material stability based on chemical potential, formation energy, or
competition from other phases to ensure that passing materials are likely synthesizable.50,51 The energy above
the convex hull, Ehull, is often used.
• Transparency: Screen for transparency to visible light using the descriptor of indirect or direct band gap.
Determined from DFT calculations (typical cutoff range used in the literature for screenings is Eg > 1–2 eV, e.g.
using GGA) or from higher accuracy functionals (e.g. HSE06, GW) for a more accurate but computationally
expensive band gap estimate.52
• Mobility and conductivity: Screen for high predicted hole mobilities (i.e. high conductivity) by calculation
of the descriptor of hole effective mass m∗ at the upper valence band (typically m∗ < 1).53 Note this value
is actually normalized by the true electron mass such that m∗ = m∗eff/me; we will henceforth refer simply
to the unitless “m∗”, or “m∗e” and “m∗h” for electron and hole effective masses, respectively. Calculation of
scattering time is not yet favorable for use in high-throughput screenings, hence the proxy of effective mass is
used.
• p-type dopability: Gauge whether a material should be intrinsically p-type dopable or suffers from significant
compensation using calculations of various complexity, from bulk structure branch point energies (BPEs)47,49
to more expensive intrinsic/extrinsic defect calculations.44,54
• Refinements: Tailor the output set from the preceding calculations to specific areas of interest, e.g. surface
slab calculations to estimate band alignment,52 electrochemical stability, further refinements on optical prop-
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erties, materials availability and toxicity considerations, 2D materials calculations to compare bulk structures
with monolayers,54 etc.
Figure 1: A generic high-throughput computational screening “funnel” for transparent conductors. The
first four filters can be derived from density functional theory calculations, and will be explored in this paper.
“Refinements” indicate any other screening parameter that might be utilized, such as additional calculations
of optical properties or band alignment calculations.
A key approximation employed in many high-throughput studies is that simple, bulk,
thermodynamic quantities can serve as proxies for properties of real, engineered materials.
However, the effects of surfaces, defects, and alloying in real systems can drastically alter
resulting experimentally achievable properties. These non-equilibrium effects are certainly
present to a varying degree in known TCs. Here, we will make the assumption that for
each chosen bulk, computed thermodynamic quantity Xthermo highlighted in this study, non-
equilibrium effects can be roughly represented as some perturbation ∆Xnon−eq such that an
experimentally achievable property Xexp can be described as:
Xexp ≈ Xthermo ±∆Xnon−eq (1)
In anticipation of future screening methodologies and exploration of TCs within contin-
uously growing materials databases, and without a priori knowing ∆Xnon−eq, it is essential
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to examine the following: what is a reasonable value and range of calculated ground state
descriptors (Xthermo) that represent experimental targeted properties of interest (Xexp)? In
previous work aimed at the discovery of new p-type TCs, cutoffs for stability and band gap
vary by publication and DFT functional, the hole effective mass limit is typically m∗eff <
1–1.5,55 and BPE is occasionally used to assess p-type dopability. To our knowledge, no
experimentally-based, quantitative justification of selecting any such values in tandem has
been reported. In this study, we aim to provide an evaluation of common screening method-
ologies and assess the appropriate range of the applied screening parameters in broader
searches for novel p-type TCs that integrate computational and experimental materials dis-
covery. Specifically, we ask here whether the methodology just described can accurately
identify previously synthesized TCs. To accomplish this, we compile a data set of 74 known
state-of-the-art n-type and p-type transparent conducting materials, collect and calculate
a series of coarse-grain computational descriptor properties from the funnel (Ehull, Eg, m∗,
BPE) for their corresponding bulk crystal structures, and compare computed values to opti-
mized properties that have been achieved experimentally and commercially. For simplicity,
we restrict our analysis to properties requiring only a DFT band structure, corresponding
to the first four broad filters of the funnel. By assessing these descriptors for their range
of accuracy, we aim to create a benchmarking framework to guide and accelerate future
materials discovery efforts.
Methodology
Data compilation and test set
In order to assess the validity of proposed and commonly used screening parameters, we
have compiled a comprehensive set of state-of-the-art experimentally achieved n-type and
p-type transparent conducting materials from the literature, carefully tabulating the growth
conditions, dopants, material type (e.g. polycrystal vs. single crystal), and the space group
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corresponding to the undoped crystal structure of each material (c.f. Supporting Informa-
tion). Selected experimentally tabulated properties include highest measured conductivity
and mobility, the range of measured band gaps, the dopings achieved (dopant type and carrier
concentration), and the extent to which each material has been explored in the literature as a
TC. We explicitly include TCs only with experimentally reported optical band gaps greater
than 2 eV, defining those with gaps Eg ≥ 3.1 eV and conductivities σ ≥ 10 S/cm as “good”
and the rest as “ok”. This set of experimental studies corresponds to 74 total distinct crystal
structures: 29 n-type materials and 45 p-type materials. As shown in Figure 2, most of
these TCs are oxides, but the p-type set includes more exploratory sulfides such as CuAlS2,
mixed anion compounds such as BaCuSeF, and newer, non-chalcogenide compounds such as
CaCuP (synthesized only as a pellet). The chosen TC set ranges from commercially viable
materials, explored and optimized extensively for over fifty years with a variety of dopants
and synthesis methods (e.g. ZnO, In2O3, SnO2), to prospective materials that have been
synthesized in only one or two studies so far (e.g. Ba2BiTaO6). All experimental values
reported are measured at room temperature, and measurement techniques are elaborated
upon subsequently when relevant.
Figure 2: Our transparent conductor test set of 74 materials, designated by material family, with some
representative materials denoted (c.f. SI for full list of materials). Although the number of p-type crystal
structures is greater than that of n-type structures, any particular n-type crystal structure has been explored
in much greater depth than the p-type structures (i.e. number of literature reports, variety of synthesis
methods used, number of dopants investigated, number of alloying studies, etc.)
There exist multiple promising pathways to achieving next generation transparent con-
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ductors, such as organic TCs (e.g. spiro-OMeTAD),56 transparent metal nanowire arrays,57
and the “intrinsic TCs” proposed by Zunger and coworkers.58 Here, we exclude these material
classes and focus solely on “conventional” inorganic, doped, semiconductor TCs because of
the large set of experimental candidates to use as a benchmark set. Thus, the screening cri-
teria and associated recommended cutoffs will apply to conventional TCs. Additionally, only
single crystal and polycrystalline materials are included in the test set. While amorphous
TCs have garnered interest (e.g. n-type In-O-Zn, i.e. IZO)59 they also incur a significantly
higher computational cost and hence, would require an adjusted computational methodology
and screening funnel.
We emphasize that the selection and optimization of dopants, strategies of alloying and
disordering, and nano-scale engineering (or band engineering) of materials are crucial for
achieving high performing transparent conductors. For the scope of this study, however, we
focus on computation of undoped, un-alloyed, stoichiometric, ordered materials, i.e. “par-
ent” structures (e.g. ITO is represented by In2O3 and Zn:CuAlS2 by CuAlS2) under the
assumption from Equation 1 that the properties of these parent structures (Xthermo) under-
lie non-equilibrium properties upon the introduction of dopants and optimization (Xexp).
Nearly all properties of interest in this paper can be deduced or at least approximated from
the DFT relaxed crystal structure and bulk ground state electronic band structure. In sum-
mary, the strategy of focusing on bulk, crystalline parent compounds is deliberate, as it is
representative of current high-throughput screening methodologies which can be employed
with relatively inexpensive computational efforts and thus be efficiently scaled up using
workflows that inform more in-depth studies.
Computational methods
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were extracted from the Materials Project
(MP) database for a majority of compounds in the test set.2 For the 11 compounds not
present in databases (c.f. SI), the structures were generated using the structure prediction
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algorithm outlined by Hautier et al. according to experimentally reported structure, space
group and valence states, and then were relaxed using DFT.60 These structures have since
been incorporated into the MP database. DFT calculations were performed using the projec-
tor augmented wave (PAW) method61,62 as implemented in the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation
Package (VASP)63,64 within the Perdew-Burke-Enzerhof (PBE) Generalized Gradient Ap-
proximation (GGA) formulation of the exchange-correlation functional,65 and the Atomate
infrastructure.66 A cut-off for the plane waves of 520 eV is used and a uniform k-point density
of approximately 200 per reciprocal atom is employed. In addition, standard MP Hubbard U
corrections are used for most transition metal oxides,67 as documented and implemented in
the pymatgen VASP input sets.68 We note that the computational and convergence parame-
ters were chosen consistently with the settings used in MP to enable direct comparisons with
the large set of available MP data.2 Energy above the convex hull, Ehull, is calculated from
formation energies relative to their ternary convex hull on MP. The Pourbaix diagrams app
on MP is used to calculate the Pourbaix energy above the hull, Epb, using a concentration of
10−8 mol/kg.69 To improve upon PBE band gaps, the HSE06 screened hybrid functional70
was used to calculate the gaps of the test set and for branch point energy (BPE) calculations
(c.f. Equation 4). We also perform a BPE uncertainty analysis.
Effective masses are computed with the Boltzmann Transport Properties (BoltzTraP)
code, as employed in previous TC screenings.71 BoltzTraP is a semi-classical method based
on smoothed Fourier interpolation of the bands, which utilizes a temperature-independent
and isotropic constant relaxation time approximation (cRTA).72 Our calculations assume a
doping of 1020 cm−3, but we include an uncertainty analysis and comparison of density of
states effective mass, m∗DOS, in the SI.
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Results and discussion
Stability and energy above hull
Thermodynamically stable compounds exhibit an energy above the convex hull, Ehull, of 0.0
eV/atom and higher values indicate increasing metastability, though in practice the onset
of instability can depend strongly upon kinetics. We can effectively apply the methodology
of Equation 1 to assess the degree to which computed thermodynamic stability represents
synthesizability. Non-equilibrium synthesis effects can be roughly represented as some per-
turbation (∆Enon−eq) to the thermodynamic stability (Ehull) such that:
Eexp ≈ Ehull ±∆Enon−eq (2)
To be experimentally synthesizable, Eexp should be as low as possible. Moisture-sensitivity
and degradation through water oxidation in air, which can be prohibitive for synthesis as
well as device applications, are estimated using Epb, the Pourbaix stability against decom-
position into both dissolved and solid phases.52,69 We can likewise apply the methodology of
Equation 1 to Epb. We note both hull energies are actually free energies of formation of the
thermodynamic ground state, ∆G, but refer to them as “E” here for consistency with the
literature.
In Figure 3, we plot (a) the computed energy above convex hull Ehull and (b) the
computed Pourbaix stability Epb at neutral conditions (V = 0 V, pH = 7) for the 74 materials
in the test set, both versus the approximate number of experimental literature studies of each
material for TC applications (c.f. SI). We note that not only the absolute Ehull and Epb are
of importance, but also the nature of the predicted decomposition products.69 Materials that
are predicted to decompose to at least one aqueous specie, or through a simple diffusion-less
transformation, are kinetically vulnerable. However, for simplicity, here we consider only the
absolute thermodynamic metric and observe that stable materials are likely to be found to
the left of Figure 3a and Figure 3b, respectively. Specifically, nearly 95% of materials in the
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test set have an Ehull less than 100 meV/atom, consistent with the findings of Sun et al.51
Exceptions are the p-type TC materials CuBO2, ZnIr2O4, CuSCN, and ZnCo2O4. We note
that the two compounds with the highest Ehull were generated via our structure prediction
algorithm rather than from the ICSD; this could indicate that the relaxed structures (and
their bond lengths, bond angles, etc.) are not representative of the experimentally achieved
material.
The Epb values of materials in the test set exhibit a wider distribution than the Ehull
values, with approximately 73% of compounds with an Epb less than 0.5 eV/atom, and
> 90% less than 1.0 eV/atom. This corroborates the findings of Singh et al. that a Epb less
than 0.5 eV/atom correlates favorably with stability, 0.5 eV/atom < Epb < 1 eV/atom may
passivate, and Epb > 1 eV/atom are likely unstable.52 Exceptions here are the layered mixed
anion materials and pnictides; GaN, for example, is predicted to have a high Epb, but has
been shown to be stable in water and as a photocatalyst.73 This discrepancy may be due to
the computational underestimation of experimental Pourbaix reference solids for pnictides,
namely solid N2O5 and P2O5, from which we expect an overestimation of Pourbaix instability
for nitrides and phosphide compounds. Nevertheless, it is reassuring that in neither case there
are materials that lie in the top right section of the graph, signifying that the majority of
known, heavily studied TCs fall within previously established ranges of metastability.51,52
These two metrics suggest trends, but no definitive synthesizability criteria. We notice
no correlation between high Ehull and synthesis method; the materials with the highest Ehull
in Figure 3 have been synthesized with a variety of both physical and chemical deposition
methods and at various processing temperatures (c.f. SI). On the other hand, several of
these high Ehull compounds have been reported to decompose at ambient conditions in the
literature including ZnIn2O4 and Zn2In2O5.74,75 Although some materials may be unstable
in their bulk form (e.g. ZnIn2O5), exploring off-stoichiometries, doping, or alloying with
another phase may alter decomposition reaction energies and enhance stability (e.g. alloying
Zn2In2O5 with ZnSnO3).76 Additionally, non-equilibrium synthesis mechanisms can stabilize
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thermodynamically metastable phases, as shown recently in the space of metastable nitride
semiconductors.77,78 These effects may correlate with a negative ∆Enon−eq and effectively
reduce Eexp. Thus, materials should not be strictly neglected based on this criteria, but
Figure 3 reveals that a loose cutoff of approximately Ehull ≤ 100 meV/atom and Epb(pH=7,
V=0V) ≤ 1 eV/atom seems reasonable for the screening of bulk materials for TC applica-
tions. The exact cutoff is subject to the discretion of the researcher and may vary depending
on anion.50,77
Figure 3: (a) Computed energy above the convex hull Ehull and (b) computed energy above the Pourbaix
hull, Epb(pH=7, V=0V), both plotted as a function of number of experimental reports in the literature.
Transparency and DFT band gap
High transparency in TCs is the result of limited absorption in the visible spectrum, typ-
ically within 380−750 nm. In semiconductors, absorption in the visible regime occurs pri-
marily due to fundamental band-to-band (interband) transitions, so the base requirement
for transparency is a wide optical band gap (Eg ≥ 3.1 eV, typically). Additionally, optical
transparency in TCs is limited by absorption from defect levels, free carrier absorption at
high dopings, and excitonic absorption (usually in highly crystalline materials and at low
temperatures),79 but screening for these parameters is more complicated and has not yet
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been incorporated into high-throughput studies. As a first-order descriptor of transparency,
high-throughput screenings of TCs conventionally focus on band gap calculations, sometimes
screening first with a relatively inexpensive functional (e.g. PBE) and then, for a fewer num-
ber of candidates, applying more time-consuming calculations using e.g. HSE06 functionals
or the GW approach. It is also of increasing interest to screen based on computed direct band
gaps, since absorption between indirect gaps involving significant phonon-assistance can be
low in some materials, causing direct band-to-band transitions to dominate absorption.46
Additionally, degenerate doping, microstructure, and phase impurities in real materials can
significantly alter the absorption profile. Hence, in the following analysis, bulk measure-
ments and calculations are not directly compared. Instead, we wish to ascertain whether
the computed, thermodynamic ground state band gap provides an appropriate descriptor for
whether a material selected from screening may be optically transparent upon optimization
(c.f. Equation 1), and if so what a reasonable cutoff range could be.
In Figure 4 we plot the computed gaps of both (a) PBE GGA (or PBE GGA+U for
transition metal compounds) and (b) HSE06 functionals for the TC bulk structure test set as
a function of the experimentally achieved band gap. For indirect gap semiconductors, which
constitute approximately 40% of the test set according to PBE and HSE06 calculations,
we choose to plot indirect computed gaps because the experimentally reported values we
have tabulated are indirect. The experimental studies included are for both undoped and
doped compounds, and for various material quality (thin films, single crystals, pellets).
Experimental gaps are plotted as bars to indicate the range of band gap by study, dopant,
and processing conditions (c.f. data in SI), hence square data points indicate a singular
value reported in the literature. For consistency with the rest of this study, we only review
publications of materials explicitly synthesized for TC applications. The experimental gaps
reported here have been estimated for thin films with UV–Vis absorption spectrophotometry
using Tauc analysis80 and in bulk samples using diffuse reflectance measurements.81 We also
plot experimental gaps as a function of direct computational PBE and HSE06 gaps in the
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SI, and find similar trends (c.f. SI).
Across the test set, PBE consistently underestimates band gap; PBE gaps are approx-
imately 1.3 eV lower on average compared to HSE06 gaps (c.f. SI for PBE versus HSE06
comparison).82 This is not surprising, as PBE is known to systematically underestimate
band gap by 50−100%.83 However, interestingly, Figure 4 indicates that a conservative cut-
off PBE gap of 1 eV excludes approximately half of the state-of-the-art TCs, many of which
have achieved experimental gaps ≥3.1 eV (i.e. “transparent”). Thus, we would expect that
a cutoff of 1−2 eV would correlate with transparency due to typical PBE underestimates.
Instead, we find that lowering the cutoff to 0.5 eV includes >87% of the TCs in this set. This
justifies a PBE gap screening cutoff of 0.5 eV, which seems a reasonable GGA cutoff because
it screens out highly absorbing compounds, as shown in the SI for a set of Cu chalcopyrite
materials. HSE06 gap cutoffs could also be reduced to approximately 2.0 eV with a similar
degree of selectivity, however we acknowledge that for practical purposes it may be sensible
to retain a higher cutoff to increase selectivity.
Figure 4: The range of experimental band gap of n-type and p-type transparent conductors in the literature
due to various dopants and processing conditions, plotted as a function of (a) indirect PBE GGA band gap
and (b) indirect HSE06 band gap. Representative candidates are labeled. Square data points indicate only
one value found in the literature, and bars indicate a range. Base materials are those included in the test
set.
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We also observe a systematic underestimation of the band gap by HSE06 as compared
to the experimentally achieved gaps in these TCs. We note that this is not prevalent in
the literature across all chemical systems and structure; Yan et al., for example, observed
the opposite trend in a large survey of Mn- and V-based oxides.84 Both the experimental
measurements and HSE06 calculations contain significant uncertainties which could influence
discrepancies in Figure 4. Tauc band gap analysis, in which the quantity (αhν)1/r is plotted
versus photon energy hν to determine the absorption edge, requires knowledge of whether
a gap is direct (r = 1/2 for allowed, r = 3/2 for forbidden) or indirect (r = 2 for allowed,
r = 3 for forbidden). This information is not always known a priori and can lead to errors in
reported band gap, e.g. up to ±0.5 eV in CuCrO2.85 Additionally, the sharpest absorption
edge is typically defined as the gap, but due to tail states (from defects, non-idealities, and low
probability transitions in the crystal) defining an exact onset can be somewhat arbitrary.86
Due to symmetry considerations, in some materials optical transitions at the band edges are
forbidden such that the optical gap is significantly wider than calculated electronic gap (e.g.
postulated in ITO, FTO and spinel n-type TCOs).87
On average for a given computed gap, the n-type TCs represented in this set systemati-
cally exhibit marginally larger experimental gaps than the p-type TCs. This can be explained
in part by the Burstein-Moss (BM) shift, ∆EBMg .88,89 In heavily doped n-type semiconduc-
tors, the lower valley of the conduction band (CB) becomes filled with free electrons. In
certain TCs without significant mid-gap defect levels, absorption occurs between the valence
band maximum (VBM) and the Fermi level above the conduction band minimum (CBM).
This causes the optical band gap Eg to increase from the fundamental gap E0g with higher
doping such that Eg = E0g + ∆EBMg . To our knowledge, a BM shift has not been observed in
any of the p-type TCs in this set. Rather, addition of dopants in p-type TCs tend to cause
the absorption onset to shrink due to mid-gap defect levels, inducing a trade-off between
transparency and conductivity.
The BM effect is an example of how descriptor properties are interconnected and, in
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the case of TCs, can positively influence one another. There are three main factors that
determine and limit ∆EBMg . Specifically, (1) small effective mass m∗ and (2) large dopant
levels n (which are target properties of TCs) increase ∆EBMg , corroborating its presence in
n-type TCs but not p-type TCs:
∆EBMg =
h2n2/3
8pi2/3m∗
(3)
However, this equation assumes a single, parabolic band configuration, which indicates
the magnitude and intrinsic limits of the BM shift depend on (3) the shape and spacing
between bands. Since n-type TCs typically exhibit single-valley and degenerate CBMs, this
shift can reach up to 0.5 eV in ITO and Ga-doped ZnO.90,91 In contrast, most p-type TCs
exhibit multiple, shallow valence bands (VBs), not a single-valley VBM. These three factors
compound in the test set’s p-type TCs such that no noticeable ∆EBMg occurs. However, this
does not rule out the possibility of a BM shift in future p-type TCs, as long as the electronic
band structure is composed of a relatively disperse single VB.
We reiterate that a wide gap does not necessarily guarantee transparency. This shift
of Fermi level at higher dopings can also present a second fundamental limitation to trans-
parency that is significant to TCs. With high dopings, intraband transitions will start to
occur in the infrared, and as doping is increased this can cause absorption in the visible
spectrum. This induces a long wavelength transparency cutoff for TCs, and is another rea-
son that an intrinsic trade-off exists between transparency and conductivity.92 In the SI we
use the simple Drude model and computed dielectric tensors to estimate that free carrier
absorption in the test set approaches the visible regime for doping levels between 1021 and
1022 cm−3, depending on material.26 This onset could induce significant absorption tails in
the long wavelength visible regime in highly doped materials, and is likely more detrimental
in materials with lower effective masses and smaller dielectric responses (c.f. SI). In direct
contrast to the BM effect, in this case a low m∗ and doping reduces optical transparency.
We note that this simplified model does not incorporate effects stemming from a particular
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crystal lattice, and has been shown to be inaccurate in practice.93 Excitonic absorption has
proven to be significant in certain TCs, e.g. in epitaxially grown LaCuOS near the band
gap,94 but screening for these transitions is beyond the scope of this investigation. Addition-
ally, we have found that nearly all “conventional” TCs fall within the range where the HSE06
computed indirect gap is similar to the computed direct gap (c.f. SI), with the exception
of several of the p-type oxide delafossites (whereof many exhibit poor transparency), MoOx,
and CaCuP. However, this result does not necessarily limit future design parameters; new
potential TCs could have weak indirect transitions and be otherwise transparent. Screening
for p-type TCs with wide direct gaps is indeed a promising direction, as demonstrated by
Varley et al. among others.46
In summary, we have shown that experimentally reported band gaps tend to be larger
than computed gaps, to a greater degree than expected by known DFT underestimation
consensus, though the differences are systematically greater in n-type than p-type materials.
Screening the test set of known TCs using a liberal PBE band gap cutoff of 0.5 eV yields
>87% of the initial set; screening with a HSE06 band gap cutoff of 2 eV yields a similar
output. However, researchers still need to be aware that reducing the cutoff may increase
the risk of including more false positives.
Conductivity and effective mass
Achieving high conductivity in a transparent semiconductor is contingent upon (1) a high
effective mass (m∗), (2) reduced internal scattering mechanisms, and (3) sufficient doping to
achieve a reasonable concentration of charge carriers (electrons or holes). The first two factors
determine mobility (µ), which is routinely calculated by a variety of methods ranging from
ab-initio to empirical, as reviewed in the SI. The main distinctions are the degree to which
different carrier scattering mechanisms (i.e. carrier relaxation time, τ) are incorporated, and
the method of interpolating band structure to estimate m∗. In degenerately doped TCs (e.g.
most n-type, and highly conductive p-type such as LaCuOSe43) where carrier concentration
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ranges from 1019 to 1021 cm−3, ionized impurity scattering dominates and mobility is ap-
proximately temperature independent.26 Previous TC screenings have employed either the
BoltzTraP m∗ or parabolic density of states effective mass m∗DOS as the transport descriptor.
In this work we use the BoltzTraP code with the constant relaxation time approximation.71
For comparison, we compile m∗DOS from the NREL materials database in the SI and note
the values are significantly higher than BoltzTraP m∗.3–5
The ideal benchmark would be comparing computed mobility to experimental mobility.
However, computing mobility requires the determination of τ , which is non-trivial to calculate
and can vary by orders of magnitude depending on structure, grain size, synthesis conditions,
etc. Thus, using m∗ as a computational screening descriptor provides a property which is
independent of the scattering mechanism. Furthermore, experimental mobilities are typically
determined by measuring the Hall effect in a van der Pauw contact configuration,95 but
the accuracy of conventional table-top DC Hall mobilities (room temperature, with < 2
Tesla magnets) below 1 cm2/Vs exhibits limited accuracy.96 Experimental mobilities above 1
cm2/Vs or more accurate AC hall mobilities are reported for less than half of the compounds
in our experimental test set (c.f. SI for discussion of experimental mobility). We prefer
an experimental metric that (1) represents heavily studied, high performing materials, (2)
also represents lower performing prospective materials, and (3) is reported consistently and
credibly in the literature. By using the experimental conductivity as a descriptor, we satisfy
all three requirements, with the disadvantage of compounding the effects of mobility and
carrier concentration.
Figure 5 shows the highest reported experimental values of conductivity across the
state-of-the-art TCs versus the average BoltzTraP effective mass (m∗e for n-type and m∗h for
p-type) on a log-log scale. The data points are scaled in size, according to the number of
literature reports that investigate each material as a TC, to give a sense of the degree of
optimization of each material (c.f. Figure 3 and SI). m∗ is calculated assuming a carrier
concentration of 1020 cm−3, since this best represents the range of carrier concentrations in
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practical transparent conductors.26 We evaluate m∗ at other carrier concentrations to set
computational error bars to ±0.09 (c.f. SI for sensitivity analysis). For Figure 5 we average
m∗ in the x, y, and z directions, since most TCs are polycrystalline and conduct isotropically.
An exception is highly non-isotropic and epitaxially grown layered materials (e.g. LaCuOSe),
for which we plot m∗ in the planar (x-y) direction only (c.f. SI) and notate with diamond-
shaped markers. We comment that ambipolar TCs ZnO, SnO2, and SrTiO3 appear twice
in Figure 5 because they are present in the test set as both n-type and p-type TCs. For
example, ZnO is intrinsically n-type and can be doped to high electron conductivities by e.g.
Al. However, high p-type doping by e.g. N has proven more difficult due to a compensation
reaction.
Figure 5: Highest reported values of conductivity of crystalline or polycrystalline state-of-the-art transpar-
ent conductors in the test set plotted as a function of computed average effective mass (m∗e for n-type, m∗h
for p-type, m∗ in general). m∗ is computed from the BoltzTraP method at n = 1020 cm−3 and T = 300
K, using PBE GGA (or GGA+U for transition metals) relaxed band structures, and is normalized by the
electron rest mass me such that m∗ is unitless. n-type TCs (blue) and p-type TCs (red) are both plotted as
circles scaled according to the number of studies published on the particular material (with different dopants,
processing conditions, etc.). Some of the most prominent TCs and a few outliers are labeled. For layered,
epitaxially grown, c-axis oriented materials (squares), m∗ is averaged over the planar direction (x-y plane)
rather than isotropically. These m∗ values may be underestimated due to non-idealities in the crystal. Red
and blue boxes are guides to the eye, not a fit. Error bars of computed m∗ are approximately ±0.09, as
determined by calculations at various carrier concentrations (c.f. SI, as well as for discussion of outliers).
The experimental conductivity in both n-type and p-type TCs appears to correlate in-
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versely with computed m∗, as expected from band theory. However, there is a stark contrast
in distribution, slope, and magnitude between the n-type TC set and the p-type TC set.
Colored boxes designate an effective range that most of these materials lie within. n-type
TCs (blue box) have a sharp slope, a narrow distribution, and are clustered in the top left
of the plot, with most m∗e less than 0.4 and conductivities up to the order of 104 S/cm. The
four TCs used most prominently in commercial applications – ZnO, In2O3, SnO2, and CdO
– are located farthest to the top. This strong correlation is likely due to the fact that nearly
all these n-type TCs are oxides with a single valley, metal s-character conduction band. The
m∗e is relatively comparable (approximately 0.2−0.3) over a wide range of conductivities; it
has been suggested that conductivity within s-band n-type conductors may depend more
on cation octahedral site density than on m∗e.97 TiO2 is a noticeable outlier in the set; this
may arise from its 3d -character conduction band, which possesses more localized (flat) dis-
persion.98 n-type NbO2F is another exception, with a very low m∗e and high mobility; it is
also not an s-band conductor.99 p-type TCs also seem to follow an inverse proportionality
(red box), but m∗h and conductivity appear less correlated across the set than in the n-type
TCs. Additionally, many materials are clustered in the bottom of the figure, with low m∗h
but low conductivity. We observe that in p-type TCs where carrier concentration is reported
(approximately half of this set), all materials with conductivities less than 5 S/cm have car-
rier concentrations less than or equal to 1018 cm−3. For example, Ba2BiTaO6 and CuGaO2
have reported carrier concentrations of approximately 1015 cm−3 (c.f. SI). This is indicative
that many of these materials are limited by their poor dopability. Unlike n-type TCs at the
CBM, these p-type TCs possess a variety of VBM orbital hybridization schemes, as well as
nearby bands contributing to dispersion, which helps explain their wider distribution.
It is not surprising that the m∗e in n-type TCs are much lower in magnitude than m∗h in
p-type TCs. Hautier et al. showed that, within available materials databases, intrinsic limi-
tations to achieving highly dispersive valence bands result in a much lower number of low m∗e
oxides as compared to low m∗h.44 In wide-gap metal oxides, which comprise most materials in
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the set, the upper VB states are dominated by the O 2p character which is far more localized
than the metallic s orbitals at the bottom of the CB in n-type TCs. This VB dispersion
has been shown to increase upon hybridization with metallic 3d, but it still remains low. To
our knowledge, the extent to which this limitation influences the experimentally achievable
conductivities of state-of-the-art TCs has not been comprehensively investigated. Figure 5
demonstrates that very few high performance p-type TCs from the literature actually have
m∗h < 1, with the exception of the layered structures with low m∗h in the planar direction.
We cannot simply extrapolate the m∗h vs. conductivity trend in p-type materials to lower m∗h
values. It remains to be seen if a low m∗h TC that permits high hole doping can be developed
and, if so, whether its conductivity could indeed reach the magnitude of state-of-the-art
n-type TCs.
Despite higher m∗h, p-type TCs have reported conductivities up to 103 S/cm. n-type TCs,
on the other hand, have only achieved conductivities this high in materials withm∗e of 0.2–0.3,
with the exception of TiO2. This could be due to a variety of reasons. First, discrepancies
in optical properties in our two TC sets may contribute to their varied distribution in Figure
5. Experimental band gaps in the test set of n-type TCs are nearly all >3.1 eV, and have
similar s-band transitions. Reported p-type candidates, however, are experimentally far
more absorbing; several of them exhibit metallic conductivity, with reported transparencies
only 30-50% in the visible (e.g. CuAlO2). As shown in Figure 4, p-type TCs in this set have
an experimental band gap 0.7 eV smaller than n-type TCs, on average. Since smaller gaps
tend to correlate with higher conductivity due to shallower defects and higher dopability,
it is reasonable that the p-type candidates here have achieved higher conductivities than
n-type at a given m∗ due to their somewhat stronger absorption.
Second, the extent of experimental investigation and optimization differs substantially
for each material. Many of the n-type TCs in the test set have been studied extensively,
and optimized with a variety of dopant and growth conditions to enhance conductivity and
mobility. For example, the TC literature for n-type ZnO consists of over 1,000 experiments
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using at least 16 different dopant elements and a broad variety of chemical and physical
synthesis routes (the result we plot comes from Ga:ZnO grown epitaxially with PLD);100 its
properties have been significantly improved over the past fifty years, and its resistivity is
close to the theoretical limit.101 As indicated by the magnitude of data points in Figure 5,
p-type materials have been far less heavily optimized. It is likely that with more synthetic
efforts and exploration of dopants, performance could be enhanced to approach theoretical
limits. Additionally, Figure 5 reports the best results achieved in the lab (mostly epitaxial
films or single crystals for n-type TCs, and only a few epitaxial films for p-type TCs) after
years of optimization, rather than the typical values of polycrystalline films used in practical
applications. Polycrystalline TC samples are likely partially limited by grain boundary
scattering which, if eliminated, could lead to higher conductivities.102 Several of the p-type
materials in Figure 5 are polycrystalline, which could help explain the spread.
To summarize this section, we return to the observation that for a particular computed
effective mass, conductivities of p-type TCs range over orders of magnitude depending on
material. As an example, Figure 5 shows that for m∗h ≈ 1, the highest achieved p-type
conductivities range from <0.1 S/cm in Li:Cr2MnO4 103 to >280 S/cm in off-stoichiometry
CuI.104 This is in part due to different transport mechanisms, and thus wildly different val-
ues of scattering time τ (c.f. SI). In Li:Cr2MnO4, carriers are thermally activated near room
temperature and experience variable range hopping at low temperatures, while CuI exhibits
degenerate hole conductivity at room temperature and its temperature dependence can be
fit using the fluctuation-induced tunneling conductivity model.104 Wide gap oxides such as
Cr2MnO4 also have a tendency for polaronic transport, which can significantly limit mo-
bility.105 Again, simply having a low m∗ does not guarantee high conductivity. A material
must be amenable to doping or alloying to achieve adequate carrier concentrations. CuI has
a hole concentration almost 1020 cm−3. Though Li was calculated to be highly soluble in
Cr2MnO4, it remains to be shown whether it is indeed an optimal dopant (carrier concentra-
tion is not reported),103 and it could be limited by dopability as is the case for Ba2BiTaO6.
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This discrepancy could also be due to factors previously discussed; for example Cr2MnO4
has only been examined once as a TC, while CuI has been extensively studied. Although
effective mass does not tell the full story, by comparing the computed effective masses with
the highest experimentally achieved conductivities we have provided insight into the differ-
ent physical transport mechanisms governing n-type and p-type TCs. This understanding
motivates more inclusive screening cutoffs in computational searches for p-type TCs.
Defects and dopability
As described in the previous section, in addition to high intrinsic carrier mobilities, elevated
conductivity in TCs requires that a semiconductor is sufficiently n- or p-dopable such that
carriers are mobile and compensation is limited. This is a more nuanced requirement than
our previous descriptors, and is far more difficult to ascertain in a high-throughput manner.
Dopability and selection of adequate dopants requires (1) sufficient solubility of dopants, (2)
tolerance of bulk structure to off-stoichiometries, (3) shallow defects that can be thermally
activated, and (4) negligible “killer defects”, among other factors.106 Additionally, the pres-
ence of defects in a crystal can change absorption properties, which may induce decreased
transparency for a system with mid-gap defects.
Several screenings for TCs and other materials have computed the branch point energy
(BPE), also known as the charge neutrality level, as a rough assessment of a material’s
inherent n-type and p-type character.47,49,107 The BPE averages the CB and VB dispersion
to provide an estimate of the intrinsic Fermi level using only the bulk DFT band structure:
BPE =
1
2Nk
∑
k
[
1
NV B
NV B∑
i
ik +
1
NCB
NCB∑
i
ik
]
(4)
where Nk is the number of k-points sampled in the Brillouin zone, NV B and NCB the
number of bands averaged over in the VB and CB, respectively, and ik the energy eigenvalues
at each k-point, respectively (usually a weighted average). Thus, a BPE close to or in the
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CB suggests that donor defects are shallow and n-type dopability is more favorable, and a
BPE close to or in the VB suggests that acceptor defects are shallow and p-type dopability
is more favorable. A BPE in the middle of the gap indicates there is not enough information
to determine dopability, and the material might be n-dopable, p-dopable, ambipolar, or
negligibly dopable. We note BPE will also vary depending on the DFT functional used, the
number of k-points in the DFT calculation, the number of bands included in averaging (as
well as the dispersion and proximity of such bands), and whether the averaging occurs over
high symmetry lines or over all k-points. The selection and symmetry dependence ofNCB and
NV B has been validated in the literature for binary zincblende structures,107 though to our
knowledge no consensus on optimal values has been arrived at for other crystal structures.108
Here, we calculate BPE for the TC test set to assess its ability to predict whether a
TC material is n-type, p-type, or ambipolar dopable. Resulting band alignment to BPE is
plotted in Figure 6, aligned to the dotted line where NV B = 4 and NCB = 2 (notated as
NV B:NCB = 4:2). We calculate BPEs using HSE06 band structures, following the procedure
outlined in Schleife et al.107 Since the value of BPE depends significantly on the NV B and
NCB included in the weighting scheme, and since there is not yet a consensus on which
weighting scheme to use, we calculate BPE for seven different configurations (NV B:NCB =
1:1, 2:1, 2:2, 2:4, 4:2, 6:3, 8:4) and indicate the range of computed values with the error bars
in Figure 6 (c.f. SI for uncertainty analysis to motivate this selection). We note that the error
bars span the range of BPE values computed for all seven configurations, which is why they
are not centered around the dotted line. Most of these configurations consider more VBs
than CBs; we explicitly exclude band configurations with NV B  NCB in defining the error
bars because systematically this leads to a BPE in the CB for almost all systems; thus these
weights do not contribute to any physical understanding. This approach gives a higher degree
of confidence in BPE values compared to selecting only one NV B:NCB configuration. We
used full Brillouin zone symmetry but did not consider band crossings in these calculations,
since it is not standard to do so in high-throughput studies.
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We emphasize that the classification and coloration of materials in Figure 6 are the
result of an exhaustive literature review, not based on the BPE calculations presented here.
Materials with literature reports of only n-type or only p-type dopability are labeled “only
n-type dopable” (blue, far left) or “only p-type dopable” (red, far right), and retain the
same classification throughout the text. Those with both n-type and p-type reports are
labeled “ambipolar”; we further classify as “ambipolar, intrinsic n-type” (light blue) if the
undoped, stoichiometric material has been reported in the literature as n-type doped, and
likewise for “ambipolar, intrinsic” (light red). To clarify, some of these labels divide materials
into different categories than previously presented in this study. Specifically, in Figures 2-5,
we label materials “n” or “p” based on whether they have been explicitly studied as n-
type or p-type TCs (c.f. SI). In Figure 6, in contrast, the materials labeled “ambipolar,
intrinsic n-type)” are those that have been shown to be intrinsically n-type doped in the
literature (considering all literature studies, not just TC studies), yet p-type dopable with
incorporation of an extrinsic dopant. For example, SrTiO3 has been explicitly studied both
as an n-type TC (e.g. La-doped)109 and a p-type TC (e.g. In-doped).110 Thus in Figures
2−5 it appeared in both the n- and p-type set. Since it has been shown experimentally to
be intrinsically n-type, in appears in the “ambipolar, intrinsic n-type” category in Figure 6.
However, even though ZnS has been shown to be intrinsically n-type (undoped), it has only
been studied as a p-type TC; thus, in Figures 2-5 it is categorized as a “p-type TC”, whereas
in Figure 6 it is denoted “ambipolar, intrinsic n-type”.
We observe distinct BPE trends in n-type and p-type dopable materials. Almost all of
the n-type TCs have a BPE in or near the CB, within the bounds of uncertainty due to
band averaging schemes. Specifically, > 85% of n-type materials have a BPE that lies in or
above the upper quartile of the band gap. For example, CdO has its BPE deep in the CB,
which corroborates literature values,107 while SrSnO3 has a BPE 0−0.5 eV below the CB.
This is suggestive that donor defects are shallow and that n-type doping is most probable.
Outliers in this set are NbO2F and Ca12Al14O33. NbO2F has a nearly flat CB and only very
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Figure 6: HSE06 band structure calculations aligned to branch point energy (BPE) levels (dotted line at
0 eV), as described in the text, for representative materials from the transparent conductor test set. Blue
compounds are n-type TCs that have not been doped p-type, red are p-type TCs that have not been doped
n-type, light blue are intrinsically n-type compounds that have also been doped p-type and studied as TCs,
and light red are intrinsically p-type compounds that have also been doped n-type and studied as TCs.
Calculations are performed with NV B = 4 and NCB = 2 (i.e. NV B :NCB = 4:2), following Schleife et al.
(except for SrTiO3, with an ∗, where we show NV B :NCB = 6:3 because of its triply degenerate VBM) and
error bars indicate how computed BPE changes with different selection of NCB and NV B (and constant
energy gap; c.f. SI).107
low achieved dopings,99 while Ca12Al14O33 is a unique cage-like structure with a completely
localized (flat) VB that drags down then BPE.111 In contrast, most of the p-type TCs in the
test set have BPEs in the middle of the gap, and on average higher than mid-gap energy for
NV B:NCB = 4:2. Even within error bars, only one p-type TC and two ambipolar p-type TCs
(10% of the intrinsic p-type compounds) have a BPE in or below the lower quartile of the
band gap, which would indicate favorable p-type doping. These mid-gap BPEs provide no
evidence of favored n-type or p-type dopability, though they do not rule out the possibility
for p-type doping (with the exception of CuGaO2 and AgGaO2, which would be expected n-
type from BPE calculations; interestingly, we saw earlier that CuGaO2 has an exceptionally
low p-type dopability, and to our knowledge the carrier concentration of AgGaO2 has not
been reported). This disparity between BPE in n- and p-type TCs is possibly due to large
dispersions in the CB and smaller dispersions in the VB, as well as larger spacing between
individual bands in the CB, such that the average is skewed towards the CB.107
About half of the intrinsic n-type ambipolar semiconductors have BPEs near the CB,
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while TiO2, SrTiO3, MoO3, and both ZnS polymorphs do not. The intrinsic p-type ambipo-
lar semiconductors CuI and CuBr exhibit BPEs near the CB within their respective error
bars. We comment that some of these ambipolar semiconductors can be doped to far higher
concentrations than others, and that some of these ambipolar doping cases have incurred
controversy (e.g. p-doping of ZnO has been reported to be unstable and change to n-type
after days or weeks).112 Additionally, it is possible that some materials listed as n- or p-
doped in Figure 6 could prove to be ambipolar under further experimental investigation,
especially in p-type material systems that have not yet been extensively examined.
Figure 6 indicates that BPE may indeed be useful as a qualitative descriptor in high-
throughput TC screenings, in particular to rule out materials that are very unlikely to be n-
or p-type dopable. Furthermore, the analysis suggests that a p-type TC may be successfully
identified by a mid-gap BPE. On the other hand, it is also feasible that the lack of an
outstanding p-type TC is reflected by the lack of BPEs in or near the VB. Despite these
correlations, this analysis is inherently biased in that it only includes materials from the
test set; the calculation of a BPE near or within the CB does not indicate high n-type
conductivity.
Additionally, BPE does not seem to indicate much about the degree to which a material
can be doped or to which conditions favor a particular doping. In the SI we plot carrier
concentration as a function of the position of the BPE referenced to the band gap, but see
no significant correlation. We also compare BPE alignment to ionization potential alignment
from the literature for a representative subset of TCs, observing only a minor correlation
(c.f. SI). In particular for p-type materials, we have shown that in-depth defect calculations
are required in order to more accurately assess dopability.113 Calculation of extrinsic defects
is necessary to select possible dopants; these have been performed for many of the state-of-
the-art reported TCs.114 To advance materials discovery applications, codes such at PyCDT
and Pylada will facilitate high-throughput defect calculations that could be interfaced to
computational materials science databases.115,116
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Screening the test set
We now return to the question initially posed: are the descriptors within this screening
procedure robust enough to predict experimentally realized TC candidates? Specifically,
how many n-type and p-type TCs in the test set would successfully permeate the screening
funnel in Figure 1? Recall that the test set includes both “good” transparent conductors
and “ok” transparent conductors, so for this thought experiment we restrict the test set
to “good” experimental TCs. These are materials with a maximum reported experimental
optical gap ≥ 3.1 eV, corresponding approximately to transparency across the entire visible
spectrum, and a somewhat arbitrarily chosen maximum reported conductivity ≥ 10 S/cm,
corresponding to conductivities useful for solar cell transparent contacts. One can visualize
this new set by placing a cutoff on the y-axes of both Figures 4 and 5. This reduces the set
from 29 to 22 n-type TCs and from 45 to 12 p-type TCs (34 total).
As a sensitivity analysis, we first apply the following screening criteria to both n- and
p-type TCs, representative of previously used cutoffs in the literature (c.f. bullet points in
Introduction): Ehull < 25 meV/atom, PBE Eg > 1 eV, m∗ < 1, maximum BPE > 0.25Eg
for n-type and minimum BPE < 0.75Eg for p-type (i.e. including mid-gap state BPEs, with
0 eV referenced at the VBM and Eg at the CBM). We find that 7 of the 22 “good” n-type
compounds emerge from this screening (most false negatives due to band gap cutoff, two
from Ehull), and only 2 of the 12 “good” p-type compounds emerge (false negatives from
Ehull, gap, and m∗ cutoff). These criteria only pass 26% of compounds through the funnel.
Next, guided by the findings of Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6, we relax the limits to Ehull < 100
meV/atom, PBE Eg > 0.5 eV, m∗e < 1, m∗h < 3 (using planar m∗ for layered and highly non-
isotropic structures), maximum BPE > 0.5Eg for n-type (to represent the asymmetry) and
retain minimum BPE < 0.75Eg for p-type. These criteria correctly pass 16 of the 22 “good”
n-type and 11 of the 12 “good” p-type materials, accounting for approximately 80% of the
set. Hence, a significantly improved number of true positives emerges from the funnel after
adjusting the parameters using the insights gained from this study. The seven compounds
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that did not pass are n-type CdO, ZnIn2O4, BaSnO3, Cd3TeO6, Cd2SnO4, TiO2 and p-type
ZnO. The first five n-type false negatives were filtered out because of their low PBE band
gaps, TiO2 was filtered out due to its high m∗, and p-type ZnO was filtered out because of its
BPE inside the conduction band (correctly reflecting the difficulty of doping ZnO p-type).
In the SI we plot a sensitivity analysis for other choices of cutoffs for comparison. As an
example of sensitivity, if the p-type minimum BPE is set to < 0.5Eg, only one of the “good”
p-type compounds emerges. It also may be valuable to screen using direct gap; in our second
example, setting direct PBE Eg > 0.5 eV would include ZnIn2O4 and BaSnO3 and pass 85%
of the set. However, we emphasize again that this analysis does not include the increase of
false positives that would be included in a relaxation of screening cutoffs, and ultimately
researchers must balance their tolerance for false positives and false negatives in order to
decide an appropriate threshold.
Summary and conclusions
To motivate and strengthen the foundation upon which computational materials discovery
efforts rely, we have computed a series of ground state derived descriptor properties for a
test set of 74 state-of-the-art n-type and p-type transparent conductors (TCs), and compared
them to their experimentally reported properties. First, we investigated stability of these
compounds against decomposition by calculating their energies above the convex hull (Ehull)
and a new viable descriptor: energy above the Pourbaix hull (Epb). We found Ehull < 100
meV/atom to be an appropriate cutoff to represent thermodynamic stability for the test
set TCs, and Epb < 1 eV/atom to represent moisture stability. Second, investigation of the
band gap showed that despite the conventional experimental optical gap requirement of 3.1
eV for TCs, a low PBE cutoff of approximately 0.5 eV is necessary to include most of the
state-of-the-art TC materials in the test set. HSE06 gaps more closely approximate but
still underestimate experimentally reported values, which can vary drastically depending
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on dopant and processing conditions. On the other hand, we note that selecting a low
PBE cutoff incurs similar selectivity as a mid-range HSE06 cutoff, which advocates the use
of the least computationally expensive functional. Although this loosened criteria would
allow in more false positives, we want to leave the possibility open for design of new p-
type TCs with Burstein-Moss shifts and band engineering strategies, as in many of the test
set materials. Third, by comparing computed effective mass and conductivity we found a
much steeper and more correlated reciprocity in n-type materials than p-type, though high
performing p-type TCs were shown to reach higher conductivities for a given effective mass.
This suggests a lenient effective mass criteria of approximately m∗h ≤ 3 could be used in
screenings. We speculate that a new transparent, low m∗h material with minimal carrier
compensation may, upon optimization, achieve p-type conductivities as high as the best n-
type TCs, however we caution that this presumption relies on the limited number of p-type
TCs in the test set. And fourth, branch point energy (BPE) calculations within a reasonable
range of uncertainty predict most n-type TCs to have the propensity for n-type doping, while
the mid-gap BPEs found in most p-type TCs rule out n-type doping but do not confirm p-
type doping. This demonstrates that BPE may indeed be employed as a meaningful screening
parameter, though defect calculations are still necessary to confirm p-type dopability. We
reiterate that these four steps would just be the initial, broad steps in a high-throughput
computational screening; more refinements should ultimately be incorporated subsequently,
e.g. band alignment and defect studies.
We acknowledge some shortcomings of this study and the TC test set that we compiled.
First, this test set only contains materials that have been confirmed to various degrees as
promising research directions, rendering the study vulnerable to self-selection bias. This em-
phasizes the need for publication of more robust, experimental data, including also so-called
“failed TCs” - e.g. negative data points. Similarly, the inclusion of a material in the set does
not guarantee that it is a suitable transparent conductor (e.g. CdSnO3 has been studied as
a TC, but is not used commercially due to its low transparency).117 Furthermore, the set is
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still small in terms of determining trends with statistical significance. The number of studies
does not necessarily correlate to nor indicate high performance (e.g. CuAlO2 also has not
been able to achieve optimal dopings and transparencies, even though it was considered the
first p-type TC and has been heavily studied). Additionally, many of the test set materials
are “doped” to very high concentrations (e.g. 20% Mg in MgxLa1-xCuOSe)118 or even form a
mixed-phase composite (e.g. CuxS:ZnS) such that the electronic structure is significantly al-
tered,119 which will in turn deviate effective mass, band gap, and other electronic properties
from those of the bulk material. Hence the analysis presented here may not be representative
of properties achieved in practice. Finally, we emphasize that DFT is a ground state method-
ology, and in this study excited state effects (which are necessary for studying optoelectronic
properties) are neglected, as well as temperature dependent scattering mechanisms. Overall,
the bulk properties that we compute are not necessarily directly translatable into application
performance, e.g. properties of thin film TCs, but here we have assessed the degree to which
DFT properties can serve as a proxy to experimental TC properties.
Despite these shortcomings, this study justifies the use of an initial screening funnel
using the simple DFT-based descriptors Ehull, Eg, m∗, and BPE, and provides estimates of
cutoffs to employ in future screenings. The context provided on how experimentally achieved
properties compare to analogous computed properties should be useful to both theorists and
experimentalists working to develop new p-type transparent conductors. To enable further
exploration of these relations and expansion upon the data set, we have made the TC test set
publicly available in an interactive, query-able, and editable format through MPContribs, the
Materials Project’s Community Contribution Framework.120,121 The investigation presented
here has revealed the importance of assessing a screening funnel before applying it to a large
database to discover new materials. We anticipate that this approach may be successfully
applied to other fields in order to limit false positives and accelerate the discovery of new
materials to enable crucial energy innovations.
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